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Foreword  
 

 I am glad that the 20th anniversary of cooperation between the National 
Aerospace Laboratories (NAL) of India and the German Aerospace Center (DLR) 
will be commemorated in the new premises of the Embassy of India in Berlin from 
25 to 26 September, 2001. 
 

 In a few months NAL and DLR will be completing two decades of scientific 
and technical cooperation for peaceful purposes in the field of aeronautical 
sciences. I understand that in these years a number of projects have been 
completed in the areas of flight mechanics and control, structures and materials, 
experimental aerodynamics and computational aerodynamics. This brochure will 
provide some of the highlights of these activities. 
 

 The collaborative work between NAL and DLR in the last two decades has 
brought together several senior and young scientists and engineers of both our 
countries. I am sure that this inter-action has been not only professionally 
rewarding but personally enriching for them, and have thus contributed to the 
strengthening of understanding and friendship between India and Germany. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
His Excellency Mr. Ronen Sen 
Ambassador 
Embassy of India, Berlin, Germany 
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Foreword 
 
Twenty years of cooperation between the German Aerospace Center, DLR, Germany, and the 
National Aerospace Laboratories, NAL, India, are indeed a very good reason to celebrate. Within 
the last two decades DLR and NAL have jointly won valuable new insights in various areas of 
aeronautics research. Reflecting on our bilateral cooperation, therefore, this brochure not only 
takes stock of these achievements, but at the same time underlines the excellence and dedication 
of the scientists and experts, who made this cooperation across two continents a story of profound 
success.  
 
Building on the inter-governmental agreement between India and Germany as of 1974, DLR and 
NAL signed and officially ratified the current cooperative program on the peaceful purposes of 
aeronautical sciences in January 1982. First projects followed soon, which later on concentrated on 
Flight Mechanics, Aerodynamics, Structures and Materials, Fluid Dynamics, Turbo Machinery, and 
Wind-Tunnels. The highlights of these efforts have been, just to name a few, the development of 
i) nonlinear aircraft parameter estimation techniques, ii) light weight composite rudder and iii) the 
enhancement of CFD code. For both institutions these joint projects have formed the fundament 
for further investigations and for an unusual number of excellent scientific publications. 
 
Just recently, the scope of joint activities has been expanded to include yet another Institute, 
namely the Institute for Flight Guidance covering the area of Air Traffic Management. It is this very 
area, which emphasizes the significance and vision of our cooperation: With globalization new 
technological solutions have to be developed and applied world-wide. To this end, the 
international coordination of our research resources is the most obvious answer. 
 
Scientific achievements, however, are only one part of DLR-NAL cooperation. This is as well a story 
of Indian and German scientists, who became colleagues and friends – across language and 
cultural differences. DLR´s Aeronautic Institutes (for Flight Research/Mechanics, Structural 
Mechanics, Design Aerodynamics, Fluid Mechanics) and the German wind tunnel facilities during 
the last two decades have hosted numerous guest scientists from NAL. Vice versa almost an equal 
number of DLR scientists have visited NAL for technical discussions and workshops. 
 
All this gives proof of the quality and mutual benefit stemming from DLR-NAL cooperation. It is as 
well a promising fundament for the future. It is therefore my pleasure to have supported this 
exchange program. Above all, I am delighted to congratulate all those, who with their dedication 
have contributed to this program and its success. For their future endeavors I wish all success. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prof. Volker von Tein 
Member of the Executive Board 
DLR, German Aerospace Center 
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Foreword 
 
The NAL(CSIR)-DLR (formerly DFVLR) Cooperative Agreement will soon be completing two decades 
of very fruitful interaction and achievements. Over the years several collaborative projects, both 
short and long term, in the broad subject areas of Aerodynamics, Structures and Flight Mechanics 
and involving the different DLR Institutes in Braunschwieg and Göttingen have been successfully 
completed. The nature of collaboration has included aspects of design, fabrication, experiments 
and software development.  
 
The one-day symposium on “20 Years of NAL-DLR Cooperation in Aeronautical Sciences” is being 
organized essentially to take stock of the major R&D activities pursued jointly in the different areas, 
the achievements and to plan future direction. The book of abstracts, which is a compilation of all 
the presentations at this symposium, will be an excellent record of the highlights of joint work 
carried out by the DLR-NAL team over the years. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to place an record our sincere thanks and gratitude to Prof. 
Dr. H. L. Jordan, Prof. Dr. W. Kröll and Prof. V. von Tein of DLR Management for the leadership 
they provided, to the Directors of the DLR Institutes, especially: Prof. P. Hamel, Prof. H. Körner, 
Prof. G. E. A. Meier, Dr. U. Völckers and Prof. H. W. Bergmann, who have contributed in many 
significant ways to the planning and success of the cooperation. We are abundantly grateful to Dr. 
H. Öttl who has played a key role in coordinating the programme for nearly two decades and for 
his suggestions and guidance in the planning of the 20th anniversary of NAL-DLR Cooperation. 
 
At NAL, the joint programme has received considerable importance and support all along and it is 
a pleasure to acknowledge the immense contributions of Dr. S. R. Valluri, Prof. R. Narasimha and 
Dr. K. N. Raju, as the Directors of NAL at different times. We have received enormous support for 
the NAL-DLR Cooperation from the CSIR Headquarters and it is my pleasure to express my sincere 
thanks to Dr. R. A. Mashelkar (Director General, CSIR), Mr. Sudhir Kumar, Joint Secretary, CSIR, Dr. 
R. K. Bhandari and other colleagues in CSIR Headquarters. Special thanks are also due to Mr. A. 
Chakraborty, Counsellor Science and Technology, Embassy of India, Berlin for his help and 
coordination in the organization of this anniversary celebration.  
  
Finally, I would like to express our thanks and appreciation to all the speakers at the symposium 
and to Dr. R. V. Jategaonkar (DLR-FT) for his keen interest, enthusiasm, and initiative in bringing 
out this volume of abstracts. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Dr. T. S. Prahlad 
Director 
National Aerospace Laboratories, India
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Reflections and Acknowledgement 
 
To commemorate the 20 years of successful collaboration between the National Aerospace 
Laboratories (NAL), India and German Aerospace Center (DLR), Germany in the field of 
Aeronautical Sciences, a two day celebration including a technical symposium is being organized at 
the Embassy of India in Berlin. Having worked for more than a decade at NAL and subsequently for 
even more time at DLR, and particularly having got associated with the collaboration in the area of 
Flight Mechanics right from the inception, it is my great pleasure to compile this brochure.  
 
It is a golden opportunity for me to say a few words, and I am quite sure there will be quite a few 
who may share my views. As it is evident from the number of successfully completed scientific and 
technical projects and from the large number of international peer reviewed publications, the 
quantum of achievements over two decades had remained almost constant, remarkably at a very 
high scientific level. In retrospect, however, the unique feature of this cooperation has been the 
excellent understanding and close rapport amongst the collaborators at various levels. The 
cooperation has gone through change of leadership thrice at NAL (from Dr. S. R. Valluri to Prof. R. 
Narasimha to Dr. K. N. Raju to the present Director Dr. T. S. Prahlad) and once at DLR (from Prof. 
Dr. H. L. Jordan to Prof. Dr. W. Kröll); nevertheless the support of the management to the overall 
goal has never diminished over the long period of two decades. There might be rare instances in 
the past where a better outcome could have been possible, or rather desired; but, in an overall 
sense, each and every one who had got associated with this cooperation program can be 
justifiably contented that, albeit geographical, language and cultural differences, joint teams 
worked towards accomplishing the goal set two decades ago. At scientific as well as cultural levels, 
it will also be worthwhile and enriching for both sides to continue the joint work in the future 
based on the hitherto tradition and foundation. 
 
This brochure, being released during the 20th Anniversary celebration, provides a documentation 
of the joint scientific accomplishments in the form of a brief retrospective, current status and 
possible future directions for the scientific cooperation. It collates the abstracts and overview 
graphs of the lectures presented at the Technical Symposium held in Berlin on September 26, 
2001. I would like to sincerely thank the various contributors for preparing the presentation 
material well in advance. Otherwise, it would not have become possible to put them together in 
the form of a booklet. Since the presentation material are reproduced in their original form, the 
uniformity of the type setting and formatting is sacrificed for the timely release of this brochure. 
Special thanks are also due to Dr. P. R. Viswanath, present coordinator at NAL, for his immense 
interest and help in the joint activities, organization of this anniversary celebration including the 
technical symposium and bringing out this booklet. 
 
Without the personal interest of the directors of various DLR-Institutes and of the BMBF/DLR-
coordinator Dr. H. Öttl and their respective counterparts at NAL the joint-program would not have 
reached the status of today. Many thanks to them. I would also like to take this opportunity to 
express, on behalf of all the collaborators, sincere thanks to the Administrative Branch of NAL and 
CSIR Headquarters, and to the staff at respective local DLR-Centers, and, of course, to the 
International Bureau of the DLR for their support and for taking excellent care of the administrative 
procedures. For the funding support, we are grateful to the respective headquarters and ministries. 
 
 
Berlin, September 25, 2001 
 
Ravindra Jategaonkar 
DLR, Institute of Flight Research,  
Braunschweig, Germany. 
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A Retrospective of Advances in System Identification  
Over Two Decades 

 

Ravindra V. Jategaonkar 
DLR, Institute of Flight Research 
38108 Braunschweig, Germany 

and 

Jitendra R. Raol 
NAL, Flight Mechanics and Control 

Bangalore 560017, India 
 
 
 

Summary 

In any branch of science or engineering, mathematical models of the process being investigated 
are necessary for purposes such as analysis, prediction, and design of control laws. The System 
identification methodology provides a scientific means to arrive at the parsimonious and at the 
same time adequate representation of the cause-effect relationship purported to underlie the 
physical phenomenon. In the case of flight vehicles, due to the complexity of the dynamic system, 
the importance of flight validated aerodynamic database is well known. The safety aspects and 
very high costs make it necessary to restrict the flight tests to a minimum and to optimally extract 
the information contained in the recorded flight data applying advanced data analysis techniques. 
It is for this specific reason that the complex and efficient parameter estimation methods have 
been developed during the last two decades within the DLR-NAL cooperation program. This paper 
gives a brief retrospective of the various developmental stages in the evolution of the aircraft 
parameter estimation methods and the numerous applications to different flight vehicles (Figs. 1 
and 2). 

At the outset, the subtle differences in the three interrelated aspects, namely simulation, 
parameter estimation and system identification, are brought out through proper definitions (Fig. 
3). This is followed by the Quad-M basics, a key to the successful flight vehicle system 
identification (Fig. 4). As a starting point of the developmental work, the status at DLR and NAL in 
1981 is summarized (Fig. 5 and 6). The maximum likelihood parameter estimation method for 
linear systems was applied at DLR to identify aerodynamic derivatives of, for example, HFB-320 and 
CASA C-212 from flight data, Fig. 5; whereas Autoregressive time-series analysis techniques were 
applied at NAL to extract dynamic stability derivatives from tunnel unsteadiness excited random 
response of a scaled model, Fig. 5. Transfer function techniques were also applied to model 
Human operator’s activity from tasks performed on a 3-DOF motion based research flight 
simulator. The effects of motion cues on the operator’s control strategy were discerned (Fig. 6). 
Issues of model order determination were addressed. As seen from Fig. 5 and 6, it was then 
possible to analyze linear systems applying Autoregressive time-series technique, Least-Squares or 
Maximum-Likelihood methods.  

During the period of 1981-83, the Maximum-Likelihood method was successfully extended to 
general nonlinear systems (Fig. 7). This has proved to be a strong foundation for the subsequent 
developments over two decades. Various minimum search algorithms were investigated to 
optimize the cost function. A practical approach of computing the gradients through numerical 
approximation provided the much needed solution to extend the Gauss-Newton method to 
nonlinear systems. The first applicability of this technique was demonstrated by identifying the 
dynamic wind-tunnel data; the improvement in the match between the measured data and model 
response through the nonlinear model is very demonstrative (Fig. 7). Besides flight data analysis, 
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during the early eighties, dynamic wind tunnel (DWT) activities were pursued at DLR Institute of 
Flight Research (then called Institute of Flight Mechanics). 

The dynamic flying of scaled models of aircraft was also an active research area at NAL. The flight 
like experiments were conducted in the DWT, including those for unstable configurations based on 
standard dynamics model (SDM), (Fig. 8). The results of parameter estimation were very 
encouraging. However, it also indicated the potential problems of open loop system identification 
of unstable configurations. These issues were later on resolved using more advanced stabilized 
output error method and filter error methods. 

The various parameter estimation methods can be classified into four basic types, namely 
regression analysis, output error, filter error, and neural network based methods. The requirement 
and the scope of each are clearly brought out in Fig. 9. It would suffice to state that each of these 
methods have been thoroughly investigated to bring out their characteristics. For example, the 
most general and most complex approach of Filter Error method accounts for both the 
measurement noise and atmospheric turbulence; the improvement obtained by applying this 
method are brought out by comparing the estimates of weathercock stability of C-160 aircraft 
(Fig. 9). The improvements in terms of the time history match using the Filter Error method 
compared to the Output Error method are demonstrated on the simulated responses from the ELS 
(Engineer-in-the-Loop Simulator) from data in turbulence (Fig. 10). 

The pros and cons of modeling approach based on Neural Networks are brought out in Fig. 11. 
The investigations showed that this black-box approach, although applicable to nonlinear systems, 
is less attractive to classical flight mechanics applications. Nevertheless, substantial theoretical work 
has been accomplished in the area of recurrent neural networks for parameter estimation of 
dynamical systems. 

The development of parameter estimation methods to meet increased demands grew over the 
time. Some recent extensions covered the investigations of finding efficient algorithm for 
computing the response gradients required for cost function optimization (Fig. 12). The Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm, judiciously combining the best from the steepest descent and Gauss-Newton 
methods, resulted in expanding the range of convergence. Most recently, the Bounded-Variable 
Gauss-Newton method based on an Active-Set strategy has been developed to account for lower 
and upper bounds on the parameters being estimated. In a highly complex problems, it turns out 
advantageous to account for such constraints on the physical parameters, e.g., Oswald factor 
representing the increase in drag due to non elliptical lift distribution or time delays, leading to 
retarded systems, always being positive. A typical performance of this method is demonstrated in 
Fig. 12. 

Besides developing powerful software tools, under DLR-NAL cooperation the attention was also 
focused on the applications to different problems in flight mechanics. Eight demonstrative 
examples are presented here. The first example investigates identifiability of small configuration 
changes (Fig. 13). A flight test program was carried out at DLR, Institute of Flight Research on the 
In-Flight Simulator HFB-320. As demonstrated through the analysis carried out at NAL, it was 
possible to unambiguously determine the parameters for small incremental steps of 2° flap 
changes. These investigations carried out in 1983 have most recently been of high significance for 
studies related to multi control surface and fly-by-wire configurations.  

The second example pertains to identifying the contributions to the pitch damping derivatives. Two 
complementary approaches, namely the conventional Taylor-series approach and a two-point 
aerodynamic model, were investigated. Through special flight tests carried out with the DLR’s In 
Flight-Simulator ATTAS, it was demonstrated that components due to the pitch rate and rate of 
change of angle-of-attack can be separated (Fig. 14). 

The third example pertains to modeling of a highly nonlinear phenomenon, namely stall. The flow 
separation model, validated on flight data for the longitudinal motion, is extended to lateral-
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directional motion by modeling the lift on the right and the left wing separately. The principle of 
asymmetric flow separation is shown schematically in Fig. 15; the rolling motion resulting from 
differential lift was found to adequately characterize the large bank angle excursion observed 
during the quasi-steady stall maneuver with the propeller driven German military transport aircraft 
C-160 (Fig. 16). 

The fourth example pertains to flight validation of stability and control derivatives of LCRA (Light 
Canard Research Aircraft of NAL). Satisfactory overall results were obtained, see Fig. 17; in some 
cases, the predicted and the flight determined derivatives (FDD) agree very well, whereas in a few 
cases there were marked differences. However, the FDD results were consistent over the angle of 
attack range and indicate that the information from these maneuvers was utilized by the 
parameter estimation process to update the derivatives.  

In yet another investigation at NAL, the parameter estimation methods were successfully applied to 
extract from flight data the stability, control and performance characteristics of a transport aircraft 
HS-748 (Fig. 18). The prediction and the flight determined derivatives (FDD) and the eigen-modes 
for the lateral-directional mode agree well. The short period handling qualities determined from 
FDD for the basic and the modified aircraft with rotodome are found to be of Level 1 category. 

The sixth example pertains to calibration of the flow sensors. The In-Flight Simulator ATTAS was 
hitherto installed with the Flight-Log with vanes for the measurement of angles of attack and 
sideslip, and a propeller driven sensor for airspeed. This has been recently replaced through a more 
robust five-hole probe with pressure measurements (Fig. 19). A dedicated flight test has been 
carried out to accurately calibrate the measurements of flow variables. Apart from the 
conventional approach based on the flight path reconstruction applying the output error method, 
the extended Kalman Filter technique incorporating the DGPS data has been successfully applied. 

The seventh example pertains to modeling and identification of FHS-EC-135, DLR’s Flying 
Helicopter Simulator, which is currently under development and testing. The data generated 
through offline simulation is analyzed using the software tool ESTIMA to identify the six degrees-
of-freedom rigid-body model. It was observed that the sidewash effect is dominant in the yawing 
motion and that EC-135 has a very strong off-axis coupling effects. The model is extended to eight 
degrees-of-freedom to account for the rotor degrees-of-freedom (Fig. 20). The analysis of flight 
data using these established models is scheduled for in the immediate future. In the eighth 
example, these techniques have also been successfully applied to model the characteristics of 
Chetak and ALH (Advanced Light Helicopter). The improvement due to inclusion of the cross 
derivatives on the estimation results has been demonstrated (Fig. 21). A more detailed account of 
activities in the area of rotorcraft modeling and identification are presented in a separate paper. 

A brief retrospective provided in this paper brings out that the NAL-DLR joint activities have been 
mainly two fold: 1) parameter estimation algorithms and 2) flight data analysis for both fixed wing 
aircraft and more recently helicopters (Fig. 22). From the road map shown in Fig. 23, it is evident 
that the focus has been on developing efficient algorithms for general nonlinear retarded system. 
The applicability to problems of large scale systems and of increasing complexity has been the 
central issue. It can be concluded that the current status is such that the scope of application is 
limited only by the imagination and innovative modeling approach of the analyst, and not by the 
estimation software, as was the case two decades ago. This conclusion is substantiated through 
successful applications to highly complex, high fidelity and large scale systems. 

The current and anticipated future areas of the joint activities under NAL-DLR cooperation 
program, which will be covered in a separate presentation, are: i) on-line system identification, 
ii) rotorcraft system identification and handling qualities analysis, and iii) multi-sensor data fusion. 
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Fig. 1

A Retrospective of Advances in System Identification
Over Two Decades 

R. V. Jategaonkar
DLR, Institute of Flight Research
Braunschweig, Germany

J. R. Raol
NAL, Flight Mechanics and Control
Bangalore, India

20th Anniversary Celebration of NAL-DLR Bilateral Cooperation
Embassy of India, Berlin

September 26, 2001
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Fig. 2

Contents
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 The Foundation
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 Recent Extensions

Examples
 Small Configuration Changes (HFB-320)
 Pitch Damping Derivatives (ATTAS)
 Lateral Stall Modeling (C-160)
 Flight Validation of Stability and Control Derivatives (LCRA, HS-748)
 Calibration of Flow Sensors (ATTAS)
 Rotorcraft System Identification (FHS EC-135, Chetak)

Road Map of Parameter Estimation Techniques
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Fig. 3

Definitions:
Simulation, Parameter Estimation, and System Identification

Simulation

Given a set of inputs,
compute the system outputs for
a specified system model.

Model structure and parameters
known a priori and fixed.

System Identification

Given a set of inputs and outputs,
determine the mathematical model
that best approximates the
unknown system.

Simulation is an integral part and
a subset of system identification.

Parameter Estimation

Quantifying of parameters for a
postulated model of the unknown
dynamic system.

Model structure fixed; statistical
estimation of parameters.

System Identification

Concerned with the model structure
determination and estimation of
parameters in the postulated model.

Parameter estimation is an integral
part and a subset of system 
identification.

Dynamic System

Mathematical Model ?

?

 

 
 

Fig. 4
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Fig. 5

Parameter Estimation: Status at NAL and DLR in 1981

Ref.: J. of Aircraft, Jan. 1980, Sundaramurthy, Jategaonkar, Balakrishna.
         IEEE Tr. on SMC, Jan. 1982, Jategaonkar, Raol, Balakrishna.

Ref.:  AGARD LS-104, 1979; Hamel, Plaetschke, Koehler etc.
         Systemidentifizierung am Inst. f. Flugmechanik, 1980, Hamel.
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Fig. 6

Time-series modeling :
A(z)y(k)=B(z)u(k)+e(k)

Transfer function estimation (LS model) : 
Hsp(jw)=B(jw) & Hen(jw)=1/A(jw)

Application: Human operator (HO) modeling
Effect of motion cues > lead generated by HO=>
functioning of “predictor operator” in form of
sensory perception term of the LS model

?

Model Order
criteria

R V Jategaonkar, J R Raol, S. Balakrishna, IEEE Trans. SMC, Vol. SMC-12, No. 1, Jan/Feb. 1982 (Model Order).

S. Balakrishna, J R Raol , M S Rajamurthy, Automatica Vol. 19, No. 6, 1983 (Motion Cues). 

Predictor
operator

3DOF motion based
research Simulator

Man-Machine Interaction Studies: 1977-1981
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Fig. 7

Nonlinear Aircraft Parameter Estimation 
1981 - 1983: The Foundation

Ref.: DLR-FB 83-14,  Jategaonkar, Plaetschke

 DLR-FB 83-15,  Jategaonkar, Plaetschke
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Fig. 8

Cm-alfa v/s alfa 

Symbol       CG Location       TEST           Analysis

   O    35% c-bar        Act. Control      BC (run 1)
   0                - do-                 -do-          BC (run 2)
   x                - do-                 -do-         AC corrected
                                                                     for BC
   -                  -do-                Literature         ----

Control law 
& servo

1-DOF 
SD-Model

A B C

Control Law ::   δe = δ + Kα α + Kq q + bias

Ref.: AIAA 87-2626, Aug. 1987, S. Balakrishna, T. Niranjana

Dynamic Flying, Active Control and Parameter Estimation

Model in the Dynamic Wind Tunnel

Fully instrumented model with servoed elevator

Flown in 1-DOF / unstable CG location of 35% of MAC
       - unstable in the range of 5° - 15° angle of attack

An active control law for flying the model in WT

Model excitation through flight like inputs

Analysis applying parameter estimation techniques
       - early application to unstable systems
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Fig. 9

Aircraft Parameter Estimation Methods

Types and Classification

Stable Systems
Regression Analysis
- Linear modeling
- Data compatibility required

Output Error Method
- Accounts for measurement noise
- Time and frequency domain

Filter Error Method
- Accounts for both process noise (atmospheric
  turbulence) and measurement noise
- Most general and most complex

Unstable Systems

Neural Networks

- Regression Analysis
- Filter Error Method
- Extended Kalman Filter
- Output Error with artificial stabilization

- Recurrent neural network
- Feed forward neural network
- Local model network

Filter Error Method
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Output Error Method
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flight inflight in
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Practical Utility of Filter Error Methods

Ref.: DLR-Mitt. 93-14, pp. 63-87; Jategaonkar 

flight inC-160

 

 
 

Fig. 10

   

Estimation Results: Flight Data in Turbulence

   

Response Match in Mild Turbulence

Filter Error Method
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Stabilized Output Error Method
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α
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 Simulated Data (Engineer-in-the-Loop Simulator)
Estimated

Lift Force Derivatives

• SOEM estimates move away from LM
  values as turbulence level increases

 

turbulence intensity

  CLδ

turbulence intensity
 

 CLα

 Linear Model
 SOEM
 FEM

    I     Cramer Rao Bounds
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Fig. 11

Neural Networks for Aerodynamic Modeling
Neural Networks - Pros and Cons 

Nonlinear Input-Output subspace mapping

Network properties:
   - Number of hidden layers and nodes
   - Weights estimated by Back-Propagation

Black-box approach:
    - No physical significance to the structure
      or to the weights

x c R n y c R mf

Application spectrum:
    - Sensor failure detection
    - Highly nonlinear phenomenon:
            Stall, unsteady separated flow fields

Less attractive for classical SysId applications

Incremental update or fine tuning of
sub models difficult

Ref.: DLR IB 111-95/30, Sept. 1995 ; Basappa and Jategaonkar

ATTAS Lateral-Directional Motion 

Flight data Neural network output

Predictive Capability
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Fig. 12

Recent Extensions to Estimation Software

Ref.: DLR IB 111-98/44, Nov. 1998; Pashilkar and Jategaonkar Ref.: J. of Aircraft, Vol. 37, July-Aug. 2000, pp. 742-744;
 Jategaonkar

Bounded-Variable Gauss-Newton Method 

Linearly constrained optimization
min J(Θ)    subject to  Θmin <  Θ <  Θmax

   - Classical approaches: 
     Barrier function, Lagragian, ....

Active set strategy
    - Simple, direct and efficient approach
    - Retains all the advantages of GN method

Physical parameters - constrained
    - Oswald factor (increase in drag due to
       nonelliptical lift distribution)  < 1
    - Time delays > 0

0.02

0.01

0.0

-0.005

1/rad
Unconstrained
Gauss-Newton

Bounded-variable
Gauss-Newton

Clδr

0 2 4 6
Number of iterations

Upper
bound

Further Algorithms 

Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm

   - Combination of steepest descent and
      standard Gauss-Newton

   - Much wider range of convergence 

   - Retains all the advantages of GN method:
     Statistical accuracy of estimates

Efficient algorithms for gradients

   - Required for optimization of cost function

   - Finite-difference approximation for
     nonlinear systems

Gradients through surface approximation
   - Was proposed as alternative to numerical 
       approximation; curve fitting technique
   - No significant advantages over finite-diff.
   - Not optimized for multiple experiment
   - Extensions to Filter Error method not possible
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Fig. 13

Identifiability of Small Configuration Changes

Flight Test Program at DLR

HFB-320

Investigate small changes in configuration

Flap changes from 0° to 12° in steps of 2°

Longitudinal data set:
    - short period motion - 3211 input

    - phugoid

Flight condition: 200 KIAS, 5000 m

Run to run variability: two flight tests

Ref.: NAL TM SE 8602 / DFVLR-IB 111-85/15; 
 Jategaonkar and Balakrishna

Analysis at NAL
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Fig. 14

Downwash Lag Effects - Pitch Damping Derivatives

Ref.: J. of Aircraft, Vol. 28, No. 8, August 1991, pp. 540-542,
 Jategaonkar and Gopalratnam

Modeling: Two Complementary Approaches

Two point aerodynamic model
    - wing and tail are modeled separately
    - physically more realistic

    - automatically accounts for q and α-dot effects
    - nonlinear model with time delay
    - necessarily requires NL estimation program

Conventional approach - Taylor series
    - simplification based on linearization
    - linear parameter estimation program adequate
    - generally total pitch damping Cmq+Cmα 

)sinsincoscos(cosV
gqLCVm

qS αθ+αφθ++−=α&

independent component of α−dot 
through gravity term

Special Flight Test Techniques

ATTAS VFW-614

Bank Angle

-12

12
deg/s

-75

75
deg

φ

0 20 40 s
time

q
α-dot

Large bank angle maneuver with elevator input

-12

12
deg/s

q

0 20 40s
time

Pitch rate
α-dot

α-dot

conventional elevator input maneuver

    - Cmq and Cmα separation require special tests
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Fig. 15

Ref.: AIAA 95-3438-CP, Aug. 1995, Fischenberg
 J. of Aircraft, Vol. 33, No. 3, May-June. 1996, pp. 627-630,  Singh and Jategaonkar

Principle of Lateral Stall Modeling

Asymmetric Flow Separation

Flow separation point
Xright = f (α, α, t)

Flow separation point
Xleft = f (α, α, t)

Lift coefficient
CL = CL,right + CL,left

Rolling moment coefficient

Cl = (CL,right - CL,left) ∆y

right wing left wing

∆y

Unsteady Aerodynamic Model

CL (α, x) = CLα
1 +   x

2

α
2

Lift coefficient

Flow Separation Point
xα

x = 1

x = 0
),( xCL α

 

 
 

Fig. 16

C-160 Lateral Stall Model Identification

Aircraft and Model Responses

flight test data

model response
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Fig. 17

LCRA: Light Canard Research Aircraft

All composite research aircraft

• Two seater high performance
    aircraft with canard and
    pusher propeller

•  Based on design plan of
    Rutan Long-EZ

•  Twin rudder operating
    unidirectionally one at a time

•  Tricycle landing gear with only
    nose wheel retractable Analytical Prediction Estimates from Flight
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Fig. 18

Parameter Estimation from Flight Data

Novel method for 
NP estimation

          Modified aircraft
        FDD/P       Analytical

• OEM and MLE methods applied
   Basic and modified aircraft

• Flight determined derivatives
  and Prediction Compare well

Eigenmodes & HQ from flight determined derivatives (FDD)
Novel method for

NP estimation

AVRO HS-748
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Fig. 19

Calibration of ATTAS 5-Hole Probe

Flow sensors 

Flight log

5 Hole Probe

Calibration: Flight Path Reconstruction  

Flight Path Reconstruction:
    - Using accurate acceleration and rate
      measurements, calibrate flow angles

Conventional approach using output
error method (low turbulence)

Dedicated flight test:
   - Dynamic inputs: elevator and rudder
   - Acceleration and deceleration
   - Wind-box maneuver
   - Clean configuration (Ma= 0.25 to 0.6)
   - Flaps 14°

Data analysis just recently completed 

Kalman filter technique using DGPS
information

Ref.: DLR IB 111-2001/30, Aug. 2001 ; 
 Parameswaran and Jategaonkar

 

 
 

Fig. 20
Ref.: DLR IB 111-2000/31, Sept. 2000 ; 
 Singh, Jategaonkar and Hamers

Eigenvalues: 6 DOF and 8 DOF Models 

Rotorcraft Modeling and Identification (I)

EC-135: DLR's FHS

Set up 6 DOF rigid-body model

Extended 8 DOF model with rotor DOFs 

Estimation from simulated data

Investigate effects of rotor dynamics on
On-axis and Off-axis response

Flight tests with EC-135 and data analysis
scheduled now
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Fig. 21

Rotorcraft Modeling and Identification (II)
Model Structure Effects on Predicted Dynamics
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Fig. 22

Focus of NAL-DLR Coop Activities in System Identification

MFCS – Model Following Control System

ATTAS - Advanced Technologies Testing Aircraft System

Parameter Estimation Algorithms

   - Nonlinear Systems

   - Atmospheric turbulence

   - Neural networks

   - Extended Kalman Filter techniques

Flight Data Analysis

   - HFB-320

   - ATTAS

   - Sensor Failure Detection

   -  EC135 Helicopter
      6 DOF model rigid body and extended
      models with rotor degrees of freedom

   - Online Flight Path Reconstruction

Model Following Control System

ModelPilot Controller Rotor-
craft

Motion

Vision

Flight State

In-flight Simulation: 
MFCS is a key aspect
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Fig. 23

Road Map of Parameter Estimation Techniques

Linear Systems

General 
Nonlinear Systems

General Nonlinear 
Retarded Systems

Filter Error Methods 
for Nonlinear Systems /
Atmospheric Turbulence

Efficient Algorithms for
Large Scale Systems

Consolidated SysId
Software Tool

1975-80 1981-83 1983-84 1986-89 1992-94 1998-2001

Current Status:
Scope of application limited only by the imagination and innovative modeling approach 
of the analyst, and not by the estimation software tool, (as was the case two decades ago).

Successful applications to highly nonlinear, high-fidelity models and large scale systems.

time

Increasing Degree of

Complexity, Efficiency and

Applicability

Ref.: Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 33, No. 1, Jan.-Feb. 1996; Hamel and Jategaonkar (Survey Paper)
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